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Introduction
 Buddhism is a religion and philosophy indigenous
to the Indian subcontinent that encompasses a
variety of traditions, beliefs, and practices largely
based on teachings attributed to Siddhartha
Gautama , who is commonly known as the Buddha
(meaning "the awakened one" in Sanskrit and Pāli ).

The Buddha
 The Buddha lived and taught in the eastern part of
Indian subcontinent some time between the 6th
and 4th centuries BCE. He is recognized by
Buddhists as an awakened or enlightened teacher
who shared his insights to help sentient beings end
ignorance (avidyā), craving (taṇhā), and suffering
(dukkha) of dependent origination, realize sunyata,
and attain Nirvana. He was primarily an ethical
teacher and reformer, not a metaphysician . The
message of his enlightenment points to man the
way of life that lives beyond sufferings.

Four Noble Truths
 The Buddha's first sermon after his Enlightenment
centered on the Four Noble Truths, which are the
foundation of Buddhism. The truths are:

 The truth of suffering (dukkha)
 The truth of the cause of suffering (samudaya)
 The truth of the end of suffering (nirhodha)
 The truth of the path that frees us from suffering
(magga)

 Now we will study it in detail:

I. The Truth of Suffering
 The First Noble Truth often is translated as "Life is
suffering." Many people new to Buddhism tune out as
soon as they hear this. But the Pali word dukkha also
refers to anything that is temporary, conditional, or
compounded of other things. Even something precious
and enjoyable is dukkha, because it will end.

 Related to the nature of life is the nature of self. Are we
not also temporary, conditional and compounded of
many par ts? We can understand that life is
impermanent but are we, also, impermanent? The
Buddha taught that before we can understand life and
death we must understand the self.

II. The Truth of the Cause of Suffering

 The Second Noble Truth teaches that the cause of
suffering is craving or thirst (tanha). We continually
search for something outside ourselves to make us
happy. But no matter how successful we are, we never
remain satisfied.

 The Buddha taught that this thirst grows from ignorance
of the self. We go through life grabbing one thing after
another to get a sense of security about ourselves. We
attach not only to physical things, but also to ideas and
opinions about ourselves and the world around us. Then
we grow frustrated when the world doesn't behave the
way we think it should and our lives don't conform to
our expectations.

III. The Truth of the End of Suffering

 The Buddha's teachings on the Four Noble Truths
are sometimes compared to a physician diagnosing
an illness and prescribing a treatment. The first
truth tells us what the illness is, and the second
truth tells us what causes the illness. The Third
Noble Truth holds out hope for a cure.

 The Buddha taught that through diligent practice,
we can put an end to craving. Ending the hamsterwheel chase after satisfaction is enlightenment
(bodhi, "awakened"). The enlightened being exists in
a state called Nirvana.

IV. The Truth of the Path That Frees Us From
Suffering

 Here the Buddha as physician prescribes the
treatment for our illness: The Eightfold Path. Unlike
in many other religions, in Buddhism there is no
particular benefit to merely believing in a doctrine.
Instead, the emphasis is on living the doctrine and
walking the path. thi

Eight noble paths
 The Noble Eightfold Path is one of the principal
teachings of the Buddha, who described it as the
way leading to the cessation of suffering (dukkha)
and the achievement of self-awakening. It is used to
develop insight into the true nature of phenomena
(or reality) and to eradicate greed, hatred, and
delusion. The Noble Eightfold Path is the fourth of
the Buddha's Four Noble Truths; the first element of
the Noble Eightfold Path is, in tur n, an
understanding of the Four Noble Truths. It is also
known as the Middle Path or Middle Way. The
followings are the paths:

Wisdom (Sanskrit: prajñā, Pāli: paññā)

 Right Understanding
 The Right Understanding is crucial to understanding the
Buddhist belief system, particularly the identification, causes,
consequences of, and through these eight steps, the
elimination of suffering. The Right Understanding also
conveys an understanding of the Buddhist philosophy of the
non-permanence of the self.
Right Thought

 To have the Right Thought, a follower should fully understand
his purpose in following the teachings of the Buddha, as well
as his outlook on the world and world issues.

Ethical conduct (Sanskrit: śīla, Pāli: sīla)


Right Speech



The focus of the Right Speech is to avoid harmful language, such as lying or unkind words. It is far better to use gentle,
friendly and meaningful words, even when a situation calls for a truth that may be hurtful, despite the follower’s best
intentions.
Right Action



The Right Action forms a list of fundamental ethical behaviors all practicing Buddhists should follow. These are the Five
Precepts: To refrain from destroying living beings



To refrain from stealing



To refrain from sexual misconduct (adultery, rape, etc.)



To refrain from false speech (lying)



To refrain from intoxicants which lead to heedlessness



Right Livelihood



Those seeking enlightenment should pick the Right Livelihood to support the other fundamentals of Buddhism. Followers
should avoid employment in positions where their actions may cause harm to others, be it directly or indirectly.

Concentration (Sanskrit and Pāli: samādhi)


Right Effort



Buddhists recognize that human nature limits the mind at times and causes ill
thoughts. Unlike Right Thought, the Right Effort focuses on working to remove the
bad thoughts and replace them with positive, more pleasant

thoughts.
Right Mindfulness



The Right Mindfulness, along with Right Concentration, is the foundation behind
Buddhist meditation. Monks, or other followers, should focus their minds on their
body, emotions, mental workings, and mental qualities, but not on worldly desire
and aversion while meditating.
Right Concentration



Coupled with Right Mindfulness, Right Concentration lays the framework for
proper meditation. Rather than focusing on the mental aspects, the Right
Concentration gives instructions as to how to work through the steps of focus in
effective meditation.

Pratityasamutpada
 Paticca-samuppada, ( Pali: “dependent origination”)

Sanskrit pratityasamutpada, the chain, or law, of dependent origination, or the chain of
c a u s a t i o n — a f u n d a m e n t a l c o n c e p t o f
Buddhism describing the causes of suffering (dukkha; Sanskrit duhkha)
and the course of events that lead a being through rebirth, old age, and
death.

 [MEDIA-STRIP][END-1ST-PARA]
 Existence is seen as an interrelated flux of phenomenal events, material
and psychical, without any real, permanent, independent existence of
their own. These events happen in a series, one interrelating group of
events producing another. The series is usually described as a chain of
12 links (nidanas, “causes”), though some texts abridge these to 10, 9,
5, or 3. The first two stages are related to the past (or previous life) and
explain the present, the next eight belong to the present, and the last two
represent the future as determined by the past and what is happening in
the present. the
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The series consists of:



(1) ignorance (avijja; avidya), specifically ignorance of
Four Noble Truths, of the nature of humanity, of transmigration, and of nirvana; which leads to



(2) faulty thought-constructions about reality (sankhara; samskara). These in turn provide the
structure of



(3) knowledge (vinnana; vijnana), the object of which is



(4) name and form—i.e., the principle of individual identity (nama-rupa) and the sensory
perception of an object—which are accomplished through



(5) the six domains (ayatana; shadayatana)—i.e., the five senses and their objects—and the
mind as the coordinating organ of sense impressions. The presence of objects and senses
leads to



(6) contact (phassa; sparsha) between the two, which provides



(7) sensation (vedana). Because this sensation is agreeable, it gives rise to



(8) thirst (tanha; trishna) and in turn to
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 (9) grasping (upadana), as of sexual partners. This sets in motion


(10) the process of becoming (bhava; bjava), which fructifies in



(11) birth (jati) of the individual and hence to



(12) old age and death (jara-marana; jaramaranam).

 The formula is repeated frequently in early Buddhist texts, either
in direct order (anuloma) as above, in reverse order (pratiloma), or
in negative order (e.g., “What is it that brings about the cessation
of death? The cessation of birth”).

 Buddha is said to have reflected on the series just prior to his
enlightenment, and a right understanding of the causes of pain
and the cycle of rebirth leads to emancipation from the chain’s
bondage.

Conclusion
 Here we discussed in summarize form about the
philosophy of Buddhism with its basic ethical points.
The details are easily available in different texts on
Indian Philosophy and Buddhism.
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